Impact of Supervisor Support on Job Satisfaction: A Moderating role of Fairness Perception
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Abstract
Supervisor support plays a substantial role in increasing employee job satisfaction. The aims of this conceptual paper is to provide a theoretical rationale of: a) direct impact of supervisor support on job satisfaction; and b) the moderating role of fairness perception for the positive relationship between supervisor support and job satisfaction. It is argued that increasing competition in the global markets is pushing businesses to focus on ways through which they could help build a much stronger and more competitive workforce. This, principally can be achieved when the employees are happy and contented with their jobs. Job satisfaction has been empirically studied as a significant predictor for various organizational outcomes such as employee commitment, engagement, organizational citizenship behavior, information sharing, etc.
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Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction is a concept that became popular in the 1930’s (Locke, 1976) and thousands of studies have been conducted on this topic (Cook, Heptworth, Wall, & Warr, 1981). It is a complex concept that is not easily defined. Hoppock (1935) introduced the concept of job satisfaction as a set of psychological, physiological and environmental circumstances that make a person feel satisfied with their job. Another definition states that job satisfaction is a positive feeling about one’s job that results from an evaluation of the job’s characteristics (Robbins, 2005).

Job satisfaction has been empirically proven to be one of the most prominent features an organization looks after in order to boost its performance, productivity and achievement of strategic objectives. Sadly, there have been severe issues outlined pertaining to employees’ job satisfaction whereby, enterprises have been complaining for decreasing satisfaction levels. The current paper has attempted to outline that organizations can effectively improve job
satisfaction issue through supervisor support. The paper has critically appraised literature to outline that these factors are essential to help foster a satisfactory work environment thus, induce job satisfaction amongst employees. Moreover, the paper has recommended fairness perception to potentially moderate the relationship between supervisor support, job satisfaction.

More broadly, Chen, Sparrow, and Cooper (2016) defined job satisfaction as a term expressing one’s thinking, feeling and attitude toward work. It is influenced by the worker’s experience, the job itself, communication from others, as well as the person’s expectation about the job. Another definition by Spector (1997) described job satisfaction as individual feelings of people about their jobs and other facets related to their jobs.

Job satisfaction of a person can be assessed in terms of overall satisfaction or satisfaction with elements of the work (Gupta et al., 2014). With an overall approach, researchers discover the general degree to which a group of workers is satisfied. They, however, cannot tell what aspects of a job the workers like or dislike. Satisfaction by aspects can show a more comprehensive picture of job satisfaction in comparison with the global approach. There are many influences on job satisfaction such as pay, supervision, rewards, benefits, nature of job, and relationships with co-workers and supervisors. A worker may be satisfied with some aspects of his/her job while dissatisfied with other aspects (Chen, Sparrow, & Cooper, 2016).

Job satisfaction is defined as an attitude that individuals have about their work. That is the extent to which people feel positive or negative about the intrinsic aspects and/or extrinsic job. King and Williamson (2005) stated that job satisfaction is the difference between expectations implied by someone who has the job of contributions do with the fact that they expect. Of some opinion above it can be concluded that job satisfaction is a response someone on what they expect when working with what they get after they do the job. Where it is relating to the employment situation, cooperation between employees, benefits and factors other. If there is a small difference between what is expected to what we get then that person will feel satisfied as well vice versa (Millán, Hessels, Thurik, and Aguado, 2013).

Cost (2001) portrays job satisfaction as a compelling introduction that representatives have towards their work environment. Job satisfaction is characterized as a degree to which representative likes their life history. It highlights the particular occupation environment where a representative performs his obligations and mirrors the most substantial parts of the work. Mowday et al. (1982) state job satisfaction is primarily an effective response of individuals toward their workplace. Job attitude is as well set as the position of workers toward the organization, the job, their fellow workers, and other psychological objects in the workplace environment. A confident position toward these aspects shows attitude and vice versa, (Beer, 1964). Lu, Barriball, Zhang, and While (2012) in the field of empirical testing of job attributes from the private and public sector managers suggest that job satisfaction is a mishmash of
psychological, physiological, environmental circumstances which realizes the soul to express the individual to express the satisfaction with job.

**Significance of Job Satisfaction**

The significance of the job satisfaction relies on the tardiness, turnover over, employee retention and absenteeism these factors related to employee job satisfaction and employee performance (Hülsheger, et al., 2013). Hence, job satisfaction has relationship to employee performance. Secondly, job satisfaction provides the mediator and moderator effects on the employee’s performance increase and decrease job related tension and job (stress). Previous literature confirms that satisfied employees more effective and efficient and committed to perform better in the organization (Lu et al., 2012).

Better job satisfaction level additionally diminishes the truancy affinity among workers. The impacts of fulfillment on truancy appear to be much more grounded. At the point when job satisfaction level falls it is likely, that absenteeism is to rise. Absenteeism is another option to turning over in conditions where one has not very many choices of a reasonable satisfaction somewhere else (Safi, & Kolahi, 2016). Subsequently, we can accept that job satisfaction affects absenteeism as it has on representative turnover. It has been scholastically discussed over a period among researchers whether satisfaction prompts high performance. Writing uncovers contentment and performance has unauthentic relation.

**Supervisor Support**

Supervisor support refers as the supervisors behave in helping their employees to demonstrate the skills, knowledge, and attitudes collect from the training program (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002). According to Bhatti et al. (2013), supervisor plays important roles in training effectiveness. Without getting support from the supervisor, the transfer of training process cannot be successful. This is because the employee will tend to lost focus when they are not monitor or supervise. It is said to be one of the most powerful tools in enhancing transfer of training and supported by numerous studies (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Ismail et al., 2010).

According to Putter (2013), the support can be in terms of emotional, instrumental, and at the same time support which are provided before and after the training program. Providing feedback also would be a form of supervisor support (van der Klink et al., 2001). This is because feedback is relatively seen as part of supervisor support whereby the supervisor identify which area of their employees needs to be improved, encouraging them to join the training program, and help them to apply the learned skills upon completing their job.

Apart from that, Ismail et al., (2010) stated that supervisor is also responsible for allocating budget for their employee’s developmental purpose. This is because, each individual has the rights to increase their knowledge, skills, and abilities, and hence, this can only be achieved when they undergo the training program provided by the organization.
Further, Goleman (2000) mentioned that good supervisor should be able to develop achievable targets, spread positive attitudes throughout the organization, as well as increase the employees’ awareness on why the training is fundamentally important for them. Congruently, these objectives are achievable if the supervisor gives full support to their employees. The effectiveness of the supervisor support also depends on how the supervisor deals with the employees who resist participating in the training activities (Baldwin & Ford, 1988).

Besides, Baldwin and Ford (1988) identified that discussion between the supervisors with their employees can also certainly stimulate the transfer of training. This is because; the employees feel that they are valued in the organization. Furthermore, Yarnall (1998) refers supervisor support as the supervisor is care and responsible for their employees’ career which they will spend time together to discuss the matter, thus taking into account actions to be taken for the sake of the employees’ development. As a matter of fact, the supervisor themselves must have basic understanding of development concept before they can facilitate their employees (Karatepe, 2013).

This is because when the supervisors have good understanding about the development concept, it increases the employee confidence that their supervisor is qualify and can lead them.

On the other hand, to get the support from the supervisor in ensuring training effectiveness is not as simple as ABC (Burke & Saks, 2009). This is because, according to Garavan (1990), among the reasons why sometime supervisor refused to support transfer of training are; the employees lack of awareness regarding the importance of sending employee for training, work overload, and they are not rewarded when they support their employees.

Thus, neglect their roles as supervisor that should support their employees in training activities. Another concerning attributes, why sometimes the supervisor is reluctant to give support to their employees is, most of the time they only give negative feedback to their employees rather than positive feedback (Nijman et al., 2006). They only see the negative side of their employees without noticing that their employees have done great job in performing the task, duties, and responsibilities. As a result, the employees feel demotivate, stress, and have high intention to leave the organization (Madi et al., 2011). Nonetheless, supervisor is responsible to give support to their employees as it could eliminate these negatives behaviors from spreading among employees throughout the organization.

**Moderating Role of Fairness Perception**

Fairness perceptions refer to fairness in job effort-reward (Mowday, 1991). The concept refers that employees assess how much they efforts they are put in compared to the rewards and benefits they receive. Job efforts involve all sorts of investments including time, energy, skills, experience, and intelligence needed for the responsive job task accomplishment. Job rewards on the other hand denote to outcomes a student receives from the organization including
money, esteem, position, authority, social image and other related perks (Adams, 1965). Perceived inequity among these two aspects can therefore end up employee feeling unwilling and dissatisfied (Janssen, 2001), and putting individual into unpleasant emotional condition.

Henceforth, a nurse judging the amount of effort he/she puts into the work against the rewards received are justifiable then it will surely enhance their job satisfaction. Aryani (2009) empirically investigated and found fairness perception plays a critical role in enhancing employee behaviors and outcomes. The author found that when employees perceive that there is a fair balance between the efforts input and rewards output, it pushes them to perform with higher enthusiasm and generate better results. Important to note that as Janssen (2001) has outlined that it is not possible to attain a perfect equation or match between the amount of input (efforts) with the amount of output (rewards) but, a fair and acceptable ratio is achievable.

Janssen (2001) investigated and outlined robust potential of fairness perception between the different job features, characteristics upon job satisfaction. The author underlined the severe shortage of research on fairness perception and how it could buffer the influence of different work features. According to Aryee, Budhwar, and Chen (2002) that different perception employee perception based components could intervene between different job characteristics and work outcomes. This is in line with the recommendation and empirical suggestions by Konovsky and Cropanzo (1991) who also outlines the robust intervening strength of fairness perception on employee outcomes. Thus, based on these arguments, the paper forwards the following propositions:

P1: Supervisor Support will be positively related with Job Satisfaction.

P2: Fairness Perception will moderate the relationship between Supervisor Support and Job Satisfaction

Figure1. Conceptual Framework
Conclusion

The current paper has attempted to outline the importance of supervisor support and the major issues relating to this component in connection to job satisfaction. The study has indicated towards the critical significance and importance for empirical understanding. Notably, the paper has attempted to outline the prominence of supervisor support in relationship with job satisfaction. In parallel, the study has pointed towards the noteworthy role fairness perceptions could potentially play to buffer these relationships. The study has proposed to outline that through providing responsive supervisor support job satisfaction could be effectively enhanced. In addition, employees’ perception regarding the work being just and fair; can further energize their job satisfaction through supervisor support.

Conclusively, the paper has forwarded a notable framework, outlining the potential role of supervisor support towards job satisfaction followed by the moderating potential to help enhance the relationship.
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